
PrimeTime Perry UMC’s Third Online Version of
“Jokes You’ll Love”

Thursday, August 6, 2020
Though we can’t meet and eat today, let us laugh together!

Theme: Gardening for all those who garden, appreciate, or want 
to live in the ‘great green way.’  Stage instructions and directions 
will be italicized while spoken word will be emboldened:

*Up to the podium bounds Tommy wearing a straw hat with a 
taped sign “Joke’s You’ll Love” on the front.  After the sounds of
plates scraping off food into the window trashcan and the clanking 
of silverware and glasses going into trays begin to fade, Tommy 
greets the room thankful for a delicious meal with mater 
sandwiches featuring mayo, bread, pepper, and garden fresh 
tomatoes.  Tommy is also very thankful for the wonderful 
fellowship around the tables.

Tommy: “It’s now time ladies and gentlemen for another 
episode of  JOKES….YOU’LL….”

*Tommy holds out his hand wearing a gardening glove and 
holding a garden trowel encouraging PrimeTimers to respond. 
Some PrimeTimers shout the word “LOVE” and some
PrimeTimers shout the word “HATE.” And a few say to 
themselves: “LOVE TO HATE.”

Tommy now cites his sources for JYL jokes even when they don’t 
come from table #31 (Don’t blame Jim Lewis, these are not his 
fault!) Today’s jokes are mostly from http://
www.gardendigest.com/humor.htm  Disclaimer: The folks at 
gardendigest.com are by no means responsible for the timing and/or delivery of their 
jokes or any harm caused by PrimeTime’s “Jokes You’ll Love!”
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Tommy says: “OK, first one: What’s the only survival skill 
weeds haven’t learned?”

Tommy repeats the question again: “What’s the only survival 
skill weeds haven’t learned?”

A PrimeTimer from table #12 shouts toward the podium: “How to 
repel snakes!”

Tommy smiles while pointing at his joke sheet and says, “That’s 
a good one, but No…that’s not what I have here.”

Tommy repeats the question again: “What’s the only survival 
skill weeds haven’t learned?” “Anyone else?”

After a long pause, Tommy delivers the punchline: “Weeds 
haven’t learned to grow in rows!”

*Reaction from PrimeTimers: Some laugh. Some groan. Some 
smile.  Some groan, laugh, and smile.

Tommy won’t give up. He asks: “Other than in a greenhouse, 
why won’t a potato turn up in Antartica?” 

Tommy asks again looking at the pondering faces of the 
PrimeTimers as they reckon.  “Why won’t a potato turn up in 
Antartica?”

Since the quiet in the fellowship hall seemed to him like watching 
ice melt,Tommy shared the punchline.  “The reason a potato 
won’t turn up in Antartica is because it’s too-brrrr!  Get it?  
Too-brrr!”  Tommy tries to explain the punchline while crossing 
his arms and rubbing the top of his arms as if cold.  Tommy tries 
to recover: “It’s cold in Antartica and a potato is a tuber.  Oh 



well…”, he says. Tommy shrugs that one off.  Others aren’t so 
fortunate.

*At this point, Tommy is glad that all the tomatoes from the mater 
sandwich lunch have been consumed and cannot be thrown his 
way.

“How bout one more?” Tommy asks the PrimeTimers.

*The majority of PrimeTimers are happy to hear there is only one 
more joke.

Tommy asks: “What did the tired carrot say to the volunteer 
tomato after a long day’s growth?”

Tommy repeats: “What did the tired carrot say to the volunteer 
tomato after a long day’s growth?”

PrimeTimers proclaim in unison: “We don’t know. What did it 
say?”

Tommy responds with the punchline: “Lettuce rest, I’m feeling 
beet.”

PrimeTimers respond with smiles and laughter—some even clap 
because they know JYL is over. The atmosphere in the fellowship 
hall has changed. Tommy says with a tip of his straw gardening 
hat and holding up his hand and trowel again, “And this has 
been another (VIRTUAL) edition of 
JOKES….YOU’LL….LOVE”

Until next time:  Keep (and share) the faith! (Isaiah 40: 28-31)


